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Spain 
 
- Hotels. The offer is based on accommodation at 3*-4* hotels, central - semi centrally 

located.  
 

- Meals. Buffet Breakfast in all the hotels. 
 

- Transportation. Private car or public transportation as per itinerary.  
 
 

PACKAGE PRICE: 
 
Package  includes: 
 
-4 Nights in 4* central/semicentral hotel on BB in Barcelona 
-2 Nights in 4* central/semicentral hotel on BB in San Sebastian 
-2 Nights in Parador de Fuente De  on BB in Fuente De  
-1 Night in 4* central/semicentral hotel on BB in Leon 
-3 Nights in 4* central/semicentral hotel on BB in Santiago de Compostela  
-2 Night in hotel 3* central/4* semicentral hotel on BB in Sevilla 
-1 Night in 3*-4* central/semicentral hotel on BB in Ronda  
-2 Night in 3* central/4* semicentral hotel on BB in Granada 
-1 Night in 3*-4* central/semicentral hotel on BB in Cordoba 
-1 Night in 3* central/4* semicentral hotel on BB in Toledo 
-1 Night in 4* central/semicentral hotel on BB in Salamanca  
-3 Nights in 4* central/semicentral hotel on BB in Madrid 
 
Transportation included: 
 
-Private car APT. BCN – hotel in BCN 
-Private car Hotel in BCN – APT.BCN 
-Private car APT Bilbao – Hotel in San Sebastian 
-Private car Half Day San Sebastian 
-Private car San Sebastian – Fuente Dé – Hotel in Fuente Dé  
-Private car Fuente Dé – hotel in Leon 
-Private car Hotel in Leon – Train Station in Leon 
-Private car Train Station Santiago de Compostela – Hotel in Santiago de Compostela  
-Private car FD Coruña & Finisterre 
-Private car  hotel in Santiago de Compostela – APT. Santiago de Compostela 
-Private car transfer APT. Sevilla – HD tour Sevilla – Hotel in Sevilla 
-Private car Hotel in Sevilla – Hotel in Ronda 
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-Private car Hotel in Ronda – Antequera – Hotel in Granada 
-Private car HD Granada 
-Private car Hotel in Granada – Hotel in Cordoba 
-Private car Hotel in Cordoba – Train Station 
-Private car Train Station in Toledo – Hotel in Toledo 
-Private car Hotel in Toledo – city center  
-Private car Hotel in Toledo – Avila – Hotel in Salamanca 
-Private car Hotel in Salamanca – Segovia – Hotel in Madrid 
-Private car HD Madrid 
-Private car Hotel in MAD – APT. MAD 
 
Guide/Assistance  
 
-Private assistance APT. BCN – hotel in BCN 
-Private guide in English FD tour in BCN 
-Private assistance Hotel in BCN – APT.BCN 
-Private assistance APT Bilbao – Hotel in Bilbao 
-Private guide HD Guggenheim + Bilbao old city) 
-Private transportation Bilbao- San Sebastian 
-Private guide Full Day San Sebastian 
-Private guide San Sebastian – Fuente Dé – Hotel in Fuente Dé 
-Private guide FD Fuente Dé 
-Private guide HD Leon 
-Private guide HD Santiago de Compostela  
-Private guide FD Coruña & Finisterre 
-Private assistance  hotel in Santiago de Compostela – APT. Santiago de Compostela 
-Private guide transfer APT. Sevilla – HD tour Sevilla – Hotel in Sevilla 
-Private guide HD Ronda 
-Private guide HD Granada 
-Private guide HD Cordoba 
-Private guide HD Toledo 
-Private guide HD Avila 
-Private guide HD Salamanca 
-Private guide HD Segovia 
-Private guide FD Madrid 
-Private assistance Hotel in MAD – APT. MAD 
 
Entrance Fees  
-Museum Picasso in Barcelona 
-Guggenheim museum in Bilbao 
-Cable Car in Fuente Dé 
-Cathedral + San Isidro in Leon 
-Cathedral in Santiago de Compostela  
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-Giralda and Reales Alcazares in Sevilla 
-Flamenco show + tapas dinner in Sevilla 
-Bosco House + Plaza Toros in Ronda  
-Museo del jamón in Ronda 
-Alhambra in Granada  
-Mezquita, Alcazar and Sinagogue in Cordoba 
-Cathedral + La Branca + Transito + Sto Tome in Toledo  
-Alcazar in Segovia 
-Royal Palace in Madrid 
 
Others  
-train Ticket Leon-Santiago de Compostela  
-train ticket Cordoba – Toledo  
 
Minimum 2 pax (for group price, please ask): 
 
From 5490€/pax in DBL room (November-March) 
From 5990€/pax in DBL room (April-October) 
 
Package price NOT includes: 
 
-Touristic tax in Catalunya 
-Nothing not described as included 
-Tips 
-Flights 
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PROGRAM: 

Day 1 

Barcelona Transfer Airport to Hotel (Private) 
When you arrive in Barcelona Airport, you will be met by a local representative and transferred to your 
hotel. 

Day 2  

Barcelona Tour Barcelona Full Day Walking City Tour (Private) 

Head out on a full day walking tour of Barcelona. Pretty much everyone who visits Barcelona falls in 
love with it. For many, it is their dream destination. This enchanting city has everything: it is a 
cosmopolitan 

European city that preserves its traditional shops and street markets, has a mountain, beaches and it 
has historical and artistic icons. The facades of its residential buildings are colourful and unique, full of 
details from the artistic movements, Modernism. The Parc Guell, a masterpiece of Gaudi, affords one 
of the best known views over the city (entrance fee not included – by public transportation 
accompained by the official guide). The Placa de Catalunya is the city's central point. Behind it 
stretches the Eixample, the largest residential neighbourhood and it is here that many of Gaudi's 
buildings are located. Downhill to the north is the Ciutat Vella, the Old City enclosed by the walls. It is 
flanked by La Barceloneta, one of Europe's most appealing beaches. The old centre takes in the 
multicultural El Raval, the Barri Gotic (Gothic neighbourhood), borderded by La Rambla and El Born, 
the city's most elegant neighbourhood andhome to the Museu Picasso . 

Day 3 & 4 

Barcelona free day 

You can spend today at your own leisure. 

Day 5 

Barcelona Transfer Hotel to Airport (Private) 
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At the appropriate time today you will be met at your hotel by our representative and transferred to 
Barcelona airport. 

Upon arrival at Bilbao airport you will be met by our representative who will transfer you to your Hotel 

You will have the oportunity to visit tthe unique Museum Guggenheim in Bilbao with a private guide 
who after the visit of the museum will show you the city.  

Day 6 

After breakfast you will be transfered to your accommodation in San Sebastian. 

San Sebastian Tour San Sebastian Walking Tour (Private) 

Today we will start with a quick history of the Basque people, culture and language and show you 
why you are not in Spain, but in the Basque Country. We will then set off on our leisurely paced walk 
through the city exploring the 2 largest markets in San Sebastian as well as the beach area, Paseo, 
port and Old Town as we point out some of the local landmarks. We will show you many other things 
that you will find very interesting and possibly helpful for the remainder of your stay here. Once we 
have worked up our thirst and appetite, we will move into the 2nd part of the tour. The second part is 
all about Food and Drinks (nonalcohol drinks are available as well – Food/drinks not included). To 
come to this Shangri-La of food and not know where or how to do the Pintxo crawl, would be a 
shame. We help you navigate through what some say, are more bars than in the entire country of 
Norway. The remainder of the day is at your leisure. 

Day 7 

San Sebastian Tour Full Day day: San Sebastian to Picos de Europa (Private) 

We begin our time together with a scenic drive from to the gates of "Picos de Europa" the oldest and 
most spectacular National Park in Spain. You will be welcomed to a hot spring hotel hidden in the 
mountains. A tranquil haven that will boost your spirit and will help you reconnect with nature with all 
the comforts of an upscale hotel. You will indulge yourself into local specialities at the hotel’s 
signature restaurant. The perfect place from where to start exploring this magnificent National Park. 
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Day 8 

Picos de Europa Tour (Private) 

After breakfast at your hotel, you will enjoy a spectacular cable car ride up to a height of 1.823 
metres above sea level, an ascent of more than 700 metres. The view from this point is probably one 
of the most outstanding views of a mountain range in the world, dusted with snow on their peaks. 
You will go for a guided hike around the top cable car (ticket cable car included one way) station to 
get close to some of the magnificent peaks. There are many stunning hiking trails to follow, you will 
enjoy the best one for your current fitness level, all you have to do is to enjoy the views and the 
experience of hiking and breathing fresh air. Return to your hotel and enjoy the evening at leisure. 

Day 9 

Picos de Europa to Leon (Private) 

After breakfast in the hotel, you check out and transfer to Leon, a city with its roots firmly planted in 
the soil of northern Castilla, with its grand monuments, loyal Catholic heritage and a role as an 
important staging post along the Camino de Santiago. After check-in, you meet your guide for a 
walking city tour of Leon. During the tour, you visit the Leon Cathedral (ticket included), a UNESCO 
World Heritage site, and the Royal Pantheon of the Church of San Isidoro (ticket included), known 
as the ‘Sistine Chapel of Romanesque Art'. You also explore from the outside Casa Botines, designed 
by Antonio Gaudi, Palacio Guzman and see the remains of the old Roman wall which once surrounded 
Leon. After the tour, you return to your hotel and enjoy the evening at your own leisure. 

Day 10 

The first half of the day is free for you to enjoy and explore Leon on your own.  

You will be transferred to the rail station to take a train to Santiago De Compostela 

Upon arrival, you are transferred to your hotel. 

Day 11 

Santiago de Compostela Tour Half Day: Santiago de Compostela tour (Private) 
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After breakfast at the hotel, meet your private guide in the lobby and enjoy a wonderful walking city 
tour of all the must-see places of Santiago de Compostela. During the tour, you see its main 
attractions, including the Catedral de Santiago de Compostela (ticket included). The capital of 
northwest Spain’s Galicia region is known as the culmination of the Camino de Santiago pilgrimage 
route, and the alleged burial site of the Biblical apostle St. James. After the tour, you return to your 
hotel. The rest of the day is free. 

Day 12 

Tour Full Day: La Coruña & Finisterre (Private) 

Following breakfast, you meet your guide and driver and proceed to La Coruña. Upon arrival, you 
have a sightseeing tour of the city and have a chance to see the Hercules Tower, the only working 
Romanlighthouse in the world (s. II A.C.) & UNESCO World Heritage Site. After a lunch break, you 
proceed to Finisterre - final destination for many pilgrims on the Way of St. James. Finisterre is often 
called 'the end of the earth' because of its position as one of the westernmost points on the European 
mainland. After the full day trip, you are transferred to your hotel in Santiago de Compostela.  

Day 13 (today program can be changed depending on flight schedule) 

Santiago de Compostela transfer Hotel to Airport (Private) 

At the appropriate time today you will be met at your hotel by our representative and transferred to 
airport. 

Upon arrival at Sevilla airport you will be met by our guide who will let you discover the spectacular 
sights of Seville on a private 3-hour walking tour with an interesting and insightful guide. Visit three of 
the city’s most popular attractions in order to delve into the historical heart of Seville; admire the 
impossibly intricate architecture of the Cathedral of Santa Maria; ascend to the dizzying heights of the 
Giralda Bell Tower (ticket included) to enjoy spectacular views of the city; and explore the opulent 
chambers and gorgeous gardens of the Royal Alcazar Palace (ticket included) on a guided tour. 
Entrance fees are included in the price of the tour. After the tour you will be transfered to your hotel. 

Flamenco show + tapas dinner (transportation not included) 

Flamenco has been declared a ‘living art’ from UNESCO and is something not to be missed on a trip to 
Seville and later this evening you will discover the beautiful Spanish traditions of flamenco during 
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evening performance including tapas at one of Seville's most charming locations. Savour a selection of 
mouth-watering snacks like Iberian ham and Spanish wine then enjoy a mesmerising flamenco 
performance  

Day 14 

Tour Full Day: Seville to Ronda (Private) 

Today you will be transferred from Seville to the the wonderful town of Ronda. Settled by the 
Phoenecians around the 7th century BC, later conquered by the Muslims and finally settling under 
Spanish rule, Ronda has had a long and varied history marked by war, trade, and geographic wonder. 
On arrival we delve into the colourful history of the city while visiting historical highlights such as the 
San Juan Bosco House (ticket included) and the Wine Museum of Ronda. Stroll along the blissful 
banks of the river and cross the emblematic New Bridge during your enriching exploration; capture 
photographs at the iconic Plaza del Toros (ticket included) bullring and wander amid the botanical 
beauty of the Alameda del Tajo gardens. In addition to that, you will have the oportunity to visit de 
Museum of the Pig, where you will learn all about that magnificent animals and how the Spanish 
Ham is elaborated while having a tasting of Jamón Serrano and a local wine (ticket included) where 
you will leave the local guide.  

Day 15 

Ronda Tour Full Day: Ronda to Granada (Private) 

Transfer from Ronda to Granada stopping for a brief visit of Antequera along the way (on your own).  

Afternoon and evening at leisure in Granada. 

Day 16 

Tour Granada Half Day City Tour (Private) 

Today you will discover the ancient Muslim town of Granada, the former capital city of the Nashrid 
Kingdom on a half day private walking tour of Granada. As the last Muslim-ruled city of Spain, 
Granada unsurprisingly retains many traces of its five centuries of Moorish culture. The most visible 
and famous is the Alhambra (ticket included) but there are many more such as the Albaicin, the 
city's old Moorish quarter on the hill with its cobbled streets and whitewashed houses. Nowadays it is 
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a modern city with a well-established tapas culture popular with visitors who enjoy discovering bars in 
the farthest corners of the city. The university and its students also contribute to the vibrancy of the 
city's nightlife. During your tour we include entrance and a guided tour to the UNESCO-listed 
Alhambra Palace. Built on a hill overlooking Granada and set against a backdrop of the Sierra Nevada, 
the Alhambra is a sprawling complex of intricately decorated palaces, pristine gardens, and a once-
mighty fortress. This site was constructed during the Nasrid Dynasty and later partially destroyed and 
rebuilt by King Charles V. With its mix of Renaissance and Moorish architecture, the Alhambra Palace 
is the most sought-after attraction for visitors to Granada, sitting high on most must-see lists for 
Andalucia and Spain as a whole. The afternoon will be free for you to explore Granada at your leisure. 

Day 17 

Tour Granada to Cordoba (Private) 

Today you will be met at your hotel and transferred to Cordoba where you will enjoy a private half-
day walking tour of the city in the afternoon.  

Meet the guide at the reception of the hotel. Follow your knowledgeable guide through the ambient 
tangle of whitewashed courtyards, cobbled lanes and alluring landmarks and see UNESCO World 
Heritage-listed wonders like the Mezquita (ticket included) and the Alcazar (ticket included). Visit 
Spain’s oldest synagogue (ticket included) and amble along the medieval streets of the Jewish 
quarter while gaining fascinating insight into the intriguing history of the city home to the second-
largest old town in Europe. Evening at leisure. 

Day 18 

Transfer Hotel to Train Station (Private) 

Cordoba to Madrid by Train (Shared) 

Meet the private transportation to the hotel in Toledo from the train station Atocha in Madrid 

Toledo half day tour (Private) 

Today you will explore the city of Toledo with your local guide. Immerse yourself in the medieval 
majesty of Toledo, a UNESCO World Heritage-listed Spanish city. With a knowledgeable guide, witness 
the arresting beauty of ancient landmarks like the Church of St Tomé (tickets included), Cathedral 
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(tickets included), Santa Maria La Blanca (tickets included), Transito (tickets included) and the 
sacred Monastery of San Juan de los Reyes. Absorb the serpentine charm of the Jewish Quarter; 
enjoy a panoramic coach tour of Toledo's outskirts; and marvel at the old Palace of Justice as you 
gain valuable insight into Toledo's rich history from your guide. 

Day 19 

Tour Full Day: Toledo to Salamanca via Avila (Private) 

Transfer from Toledo to Salamanca including a tour of Avila. You will meet the local guide in Avila. 
Take in the fortress design and alabaster chapels of Avila Cathedral, and visit the Basilica of St 
Vincent, a sublime Romanesque church that houses the richly engraved tomb of the martyred saint 
also we will visit the Walls of Ávila You will reach Salamanca in the afternoon and enjoy the evening at 
your leisure. Whether floodlit by night or bathed in late-afternoon light, there's something magical 
about Salamanca. This is a city of rare beauty, awash with golden sandstone overlaid with ochre-
tinted Latin inscriptions – an extraordinary virtuosity of plateresque and Renaissance styles. The 
monumental highlights are many and the exceptional Plaza Mayor (illuminated to stunning effect at 
night) is unforgettable. This is also Castilla's liveliest city, home to a massive Spanish and international 
student population that throngs the streets at night and provides the city with so much vitality. 

Day 20 

Salamanca Tour Half Day: Salamanca Walking Tour (Private) 

Today you will get to know the places and most emblematic buildings of the city with the oldest 
University in Europe on your half day walking tour. Visit the main sightseeing places in the city while 
you hear about its impressive history. Under the superstition of a whimsical frog, countless illusions 
have gone through the streets of Salamanca, the cradle of the oldest University in Spain. Salamanca, 
an entertaining and cultured city, tell us its history with the magnetism of a hilarious tale of love 
between reality and legend. In this tour we visit the main sightseeing places in the city, including: 
University Area, Bridge Ramos del Manzano, Roman Bridge. Monumental Centre of historical memory, 
Casa Lis Museum ArtNoveau. Cathedral Museum, Medieval Towers, Old Cathedral, New Cathedral. 
Historic building of the University, College of Anaya, Church and Tower of Clergy, Pontifical University. 
House of shells, Church of San Martin, Main Square, Old Market, Saina Palace, Orellana Palace, 
Clavero Tower, Convent of las Dueñas. Lastly: Monterrey Palace, Fonseca College and Cultural Center, 
San Blas Auditorium, Orchard of Calixto and Melibea, Mill Museum. 
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Day 21 

Tour Full Day: Salamanca to Madrid via Segovia (Private) 

Today you will finally reach the Spanish capital of Madrid but before doing so will visit Segovia, a 
history-steeped city with Roman roots, set between the Eresma and Clamores rivers. Head into the 
elegant centre, and admire the stunning, two-tiered Roman aqueduct, one of the best preserved 
ancient monuments in all of Spain. Gaze in awe at the scale and symmetry of this engineering marvel, 
and learn how it was constructed without mortar during the 1st century AD, and consists of 166 
arches and 120 pillars. Then, continue to the Alcazar (ticket included), a spectacular 11th-century 
fortress-palace that was one of the inspirations behind the Walt Disney Cinderella castle. Take a 
guided tour of the UNESCO-listed, 13th-century building as you hear how it served as a royal palace, 
prison and artillery college. Admire its distinctive turrets and courtyards, explore its artillery museum, 
and learn how Queen Isabella was crowned here in 1474. Next, see some of the old Segovia’s other 
highlights, including Segovia Cathedral. The last Gothic cathedral to be built in Spain, this splendid 
church was finished in the 18th century and boasts a richly Gothic façade and unusually simple 
interior. Take free time for lunch (own expense) during your explorations. 

Day 22 

Tour Madrid HD panoramic + HD walking tour (Private) 

Enhance your experience of Spain’s captivating capital on a full-day tour of Madrid’s cultural and 
historical highlights. With a knowledgeable guide, marvel at the opulent grandeur of the Royal 
Palace (ticket included) of Madrid (Palacio Real); stroll amid the grand beauty of Plaza Mayor; and 
immerse yourself in local life during a visit to Gran Via, Madrid’s most famous neighbourhood. Learn 
about the rich historical heritage of the city from your expert guide and receive personalised attention 
on this private tour. 

Day 23 

Madrid free day 

You can spend today at your own leisure. 

Day 24 
 
Madrid Transfer Hotel to Airport (Private) 
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